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Airline travel in the United States has 
rebounded sufficiently from the September 11 
terrorist attacks that travelers and policymak-
ers have begun to worry once again about grid-
locked skies. Economists themselves have been 
unwavering in their concern about congestion, 
varying only in the way they would use the price 
mechanism to allocate existing runway capacity 
efficiently and thus begin to solve the problem. 
For decades, beginning with Michael E. Levine 
(1969) and Alan Carlin and R. E. Park (1970), 
airline researchers have called for airports to 
replace their existing landing fees, based on 
an aircraft’s weight, with efficient landing and 
takeoff tolls based on an aircraft’s contribution 
to congestion. In recent years, however, some 
economists have begun raising questions about 
the extent to which such pricing would reduce 
delays. Jan K. Brueckner (2002) has pointed out 
that because an air carrier bears the cost of delay 
that it imposes on its other flights, it should be 
charged only for the delay it imposes on other 
carriers’ flights. For example, a carrier with a 50 
percent share of operations at an airport should 
be charged for one-half of the delay costs it cre-
ates—the delay incurred by other carriers—
while the carrier’s smaller competitors, which 
have many fewer operations, should be charged 
for all the delay they create. Christopher Mayer 
and Todd Sinai (2003) apply this idea to hub 
airports where dominant carriers cluster their 
operations to provide convenient connections 
for passengers (while nondominant carriers 
operate most of their flights at less-congested 
times). They conclude that optimal tolls at hub 
airports should be small because most of the 
delay at those airports is internalized.

Although these authors make theoretically 
valid points, they do not quantify the welfare 
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gains from modifying congestion tolls to account 
for internalization and the pattern of airline oper-
ations at hubs. The size of the gains is important 
because commercial airlines and especially gen-
eral aviation have succeeded thus far in block-
ing any change in airport pricing policy that 
would cause them to pay higher landing fees. 
Accordingly, many air transport operators would 
be more strongly opposed to efficient congestion 
pricing, as suggested by Brueckner, and Mayer 
and Sinai, because they would perceive it as bla-
tantly inequitable: operators with a small share 
of flights at a congested airport would pay higher 
tolls than those with a large share, even if both 
operated during the same time period.1

In this paper, we develop a model of the 
net benefits to air travelers from flights to and 
from US airports and calibrate it with data that 
account for a large share of the nation’s pas-
senger air travel in 2005. Current delays, which 
reduce net benefits to travelers, are higher than 
optimal and would be ameliorated by airport 
congestion tolls. We estimate and compare the 
welfare gains from the optimal congestion tolls 
suggested by Brueckner, and Mayer and Sinai, 
and from congestion tolls more traditionally 
recommended by economists, to assess whether 
the incremental benefits from optimal tolls 
would justify the requisite effort to overcome 
the greater political opposition they would likely 
face. We find a small difference between the net 
benefits generated by the two congestion pricing 
policies because the bulk of airport delays are 
not internalized and because the efficiency loss 
from pricing internalized congestion is small. 
Congestion charges traditionally supported by 
economists would significantly reduce delays at 
congested US airports and have a greater likeli-
hood than optimal tolls have of actually being 
implemented.

1 Brueckner (2005) explicitly shows that asymmetric 
congestion tolls emerge in a network setting, being low 
for dominant hub carriers and high for fringe airlines. He 
focuses, however, on efficiency, and not distributional, 
issues.
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I.  Estimating the Welfare Effects of Optimal and 
Atomistic Airport Congestion Tolls

Currently, landing fees are set by local air-
port authorities based on an aircraft’s weight, 
subject to guidelines set by the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA).2 Because congestion at  
airports varies by time of day with the volume of 
traffic, weight-based landing fees bear no rela-
tionship to congestion because a plane waiting 
to take off or land is delayed roughly the same 
amount of time by a jumbo jet as by a small pri-
vate plane.

Conventional formulations of efficient conges-
tion pricing at airports derived tolls for all aircraft 
without considering whether a plane operated by 
a given airline was delaying other planes that it 
operated or planes operated by other operators. 
These so-called atomistic tolls effectively treat 
all airlines as operating (no more than) one flight 
in each time period. Joseph I. Daniel (1995) 
empirically explored the extent to which an 
airline’s internalization of delay costs affected 
its pattern of operations. Brueckner (2002) and 
Mayer and Sinai (2003) advanced our concep-
tual knowledge of optimal pricing by recogniz-
ing that economic efficiency calls for carriers 
to be charged only for the delay they impose on 
other carriers and not for the delay they impose 
on themselves.

We estimate the extent that optimal pricing’s 
benefits exceed the benefits from (nonoptimal) 
atomistic tolls by developing a model of the net 
benefits from air travel, composed of airport 
users’ benefits and the delayed and undelayed 
flight costs to users and carriers. We then deter-
mine the tolls that maximize net benefits when 
carriers are charged only for the delay that they 
impose on other carriers and the tolls when car-
riers are assumed (erroneously) to be atomistic.

We assume that air transportation service is 
provided at a given airport during t time periods 
by i commercial airline carriers. Let pit 1Qit 2 be 
the (inverse) demand for airline i during period 
t, where Qit is the flow of flights by the airline 

2 Although landing fees vary, a representative landing 
fee is $2.00 per 1,000 pounds of weight. The maximum 
design landing weight of a Boeing 757–200 aircraft, with 
a capacity of approximately 186 passengers, is 198,000 
pounds. A fee of $2.00/1,000 pounds results in a fee that is 
less than $3 per passenger for typical passenger loads. 

per unit of time.3 The undelayed flight costs, 
including the value of passengers’ travel time, 
are given by FCi. The cost per unit of delay time 
is denoted by vi and the delay incurred at an air-
port is given by d 1Qt, rW2 , which is a function 
of the total quantity of flights during period t 
and the number of air carrier runways at the 
airport, rW. Thus, net benefits for all flights at 
an airport during a given period of time can be 
expressed as

(1)  NB 5 a
t
a

i
3

Qit

0
Pit 1Qit 2   dQit

 2 Qit 3FCi 1 vi d 1Qt, rW2 4 .

Our analysis is carried out for calendar year 
2005 for the 74 commercial airports  included 
in the FAA’s Aviation System Performance 
Metrics (ASPM) database. Among the airports 
are all those that the major network carriers use 
as hubs, the 46 busiest based on commercial 
traffic, and 68 of the busiest 100 commercial 
airports. Together, the airports in our sample 
account for 73 percent of commercial carrier 
operations at all US airports.4

The database contains scheduled operations 
every 15 minutes for 23 specific airlines (22 
US network and commuter airlines plus Air 
Canada) plus one composite “other” category 
for all other commercial airlines. It also includes 
a measure of actual delay.5 We thus incorpo-
rate airline operations for 35,040 time periods 
(96 time periods per day times 365 days). The 
absence of data on general aviation prevents us 
from assessing the welfare effects that optimal 
and atomistic charges would have if they were 
also applied to these operators. But given that 

3 Our simple single product formulation of demand 
abstracts from more complex multiproduct network for-
mulations that, in our view, would increase realism but not 
have much effect on our central conclusions. 

4 Van Nuys airport is also included in the database, but 
no airlines operate there.

5 Actual delay is composed of airborne delay and taxi 
delay. Airborne delay is calculated relative to the flight 
plan, which is based on free-flow travel. Taxi delay is calcu-
lated relative to the best time achieved by each carrier at an 
airport, evaluated seasonally. Average delay per operation 
ranged from 0 minutes at Gary, Indiana, to 18.0 minutes at 
Newark, New Jersey, with a weighted average of 8.8 min-
utes for all operations in 2005.
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general aviation operations are atomistic, our 
results will, if anything, overstate the relative 
benefits of optimal versus atomistic tolls

We assume the following functional forms 
and numerical values to execute our analysis.

A. delay Function

The generic airport delay function, d, is based 
on the arrival and departure delay functions 
estimated by Morrison and Winston (1989):  
d 1Qt, rW2 5 exp 1aQt  /rW2 , where a is a con-
gestion parameter. The specification of the 
delay function has the desirable properties of 
being homogeneous of degree zero in the (air-
port) use and capacity variables, with marginal 
delay an increasing function of operations and a 
decreasing function of runway capacity.6 A sep-
arate value of the congestion parameter, a, was 
determined for each airport to ensure that the 
average delay we obtain by using the function d  
equals the average delay actually measured at 
these airports by the FAA during 2005. The val-
ues ranged from –2.4 (indicating average delays 
of less than a minute because e is raised to the a 
power) to 1.6. Although a represents a “techno-
logical” parameter, it is reasonable that it varies 
across airports because of variations in runway 
configurations, meteorological conditions such 
as wind, ceiling, and visibility, and traffic other 
than commercial operations that contributes to 
congestion.

B. demand Function

The demand for flights by airline i during 
period t takes a simple constant elasticity form 
Qit 5 Ait 

P 
e
it, where ait is a scaling parameter, e is 

the passengers’ price elasticity of demand, and 
pit is the full price of the flight, including unde-
layed flight costs, delay costs, and landing fees 
borne by the airline and its passengers.

We can derive a more detailed specifica-
tion of airline i’s demand during period t by 
specifying an airline’s profits as its revenues 
minus undelayed flight costs 1FCi 2 , landing 
fees 1LFt 2 , and delay costs 1vi d 1Qt , rW 2 2 : Pit  
5 Pit 1Qit 2Qit 2 Qit 1FCi 1 LFt 1 vi 

D 1Qt, RW 2 2 . 

6 The number of runways at an airport used in the delay 
function is from the FAA’s National Flight Data Center.

We assume price-taking behavior because the 
bulk of the costs of congestion arise on routes 
with significant traffic and robust competition, 
especially from low-cost carriers (Morrison, 
Winston, and Vikram Maheshri 2006), and 
because our focus is on alternative airport pric-
ing regimes. Maximizing profit with respect to 
Qit yields pit 1Qit 2 5 FCi 1 LFi 1 vid 1Qt , rW2 1 
viQit 0d/0Qit.

Using our delay function and substituting the 
profit-maximizing expression for pit into the 
constant elasticity demand equation, we obtain:

(2) Qit 5 ait 3FCi 1 LFt 

 1 vi exp 1aQt /rW2 11 1 aQit/rW2 4 e.
The values of ait are calculated so that the 

demand functions based on this expression yield 
the observed number of operations for each car-
rier in each time period. The functional form 
and elasticity of each airline’s demand func-
tion are assumed to be the same, but it should 
be noted that because a carrier internalizing its 
own delay experiences higher incremental costs 
than an otherwise equivalent carrier, it will have 
a greater willingness to pay for a given number 
of operations. We assume the base case value 
of passengers’ demand elasticity, e, is –1.5, 
with plausible bounds of –2.3 and –0.7 used for 
sensitivity.7 Finally, although a carrier’s flights 
transport passengers who are connecting and 
traveling nonstop, all flights between a pair of 
airports, which is our basic unit of observation, 
are nonstop.

C. Undelayed Flight Costs

Undelayed flight costs, FCi, are composed 
of aircraft operating costs and passengers’ 
time costs. Pilot costs are included in data on 
aircraft operating costs, but flight attendant 
costs are not included. Aircraft operating costs 
depend on the type of aircraft, the duration of 
the flight, and the carrier operating the flight. 
At each airport, we assume each airline’s flights 
have the average number of seats, passengers, 

7 Although the integral of demand is undefined for inelas-
tic constant elasticity demand curves, our interest is in the 
difference in net benefits under different pricing regimes, 
which is defined.
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and flight distance and duration that it actually 
operated to and from that airport in 2005. These 
variables were obtained from data contained 
in the US Department of Transportation’s Data 
Banks 28DS, Domestic Segment data and 28-IS, 
International Segment data.8

Although we have data on aircraft operating 
costs by carrier and aircraft type, it would be 
intractable to model each flight by each car-
rier to conduct a welfare analysis. Thus, we 
chose to estimate each carrier’s average aircraft 
operating cost using data on aircraft operating 
cost per block hour for major and national car-
riers that are contained in the US Department 
of Transportation’s Form 41 (from Data Base 
Products).9 Specifically, a fixed-airline effects 
model was estimated with (the logarithm) of air-
craft operating costs per block hour for each air-
craft type operated by each airline regressed on 
(the logarithm of) each airline’s average number 
of seats for the corresponding aircraft type (and 
carrier-specific constant terms).

With 117 observations (and an R2 of 0.746), 
the coefficient of (log) seats [0.6493] has the 
correct positive sign and is statistically signifi-
cantly less than one (standard error 5 0.1453), 
reflecting economies of aircraft size (that is, air-
craft operating costs rise less than proportion-
ately with the number of seats). The estimated 
equation is used to predict each carrier’s aver
age aircraft operating costs.

As noted, flight attendant costs are not 
included in our data on aircraft operating costs. 
Thus, we calculated these costs per block hour in 
2005 for each of the carriers in our sample using 
the US Department of Transportation’s Form 41 
Data Base (from Data Base Products).10

Passengers’ time costs depend on their value 
of travel time, which varies by trip purpose, and 
on the number of passengers on each flight. For 
each of the airports in our sample, we used the 
US Department of Transportation’s National 

8 The values of the composite “other” category were cal-
culated for all other carriers in the dataset other than the 23 
specific carriers in our sample.

9 Block hours is the standard measure of the duration 
of an aircraft operation. A block hour begins when the air-
craft pushes back from the gate (wheel blocks out) and ends 
when the aircraft parks at the gate (wheel blocks in).

10 If data for a carrier in our sample were not included 
in the Form 41 data, weighted average data for all carriers 
were used.

Household Travel Survey to calculate the per-
centage of trips whose purpose was business, 
the percentage whose purpose was pleasure, 
and the average household income for busi-
ness and pleasure travelers.11 Consistent with 
the US Department of Transportation’s (1997) 
guidelines, we value business travelers’ travel 
time at 100 percent of the wage and pleasure 
travelers’ travel time at 70 percent of the wage. 
Passengers’ values of time in 2005 dollars 
ranged from $27.13 to $79.16 per hour with a 
median of $47.97.

The undelayed cost per hour of a given flight 
is obtained by summing its average aircraft 
operating costs per block hour, flight attendant 
costs per block hour, and aggregate passenger 
time costs per hour. For each carrier’s flights, 
we then multiplied its undelayed cost per hour 
by the average duration of its flights (in hours) to 
obtain carrier-specific undelayed flight costs.12

D. delayed Flight Costs

Delayed flight costs and undelayed flight 
costs for a given unit of time are identical. Thus, 
to obtain the cost per unit of delay, vi, we simply 
expressed undelayed flight costs for each car-
rier, as calculated above, on a per-minute basis. 
We then multiplied vi by a carrier’s delay, given 
by the delay function, d, to obtain carrier and 
time-specific delayed flight costs.

In sum, the net benefits for all flights at an 
airport can now be expressed as

(3)  NB 5 a
t
a

i
3

Qit

0
1Qit/ait 221/1.5 dQit

 2 Qit 3FCi 1 vi exp 1aQt  / rW2 4 ,

11 The calculations were based on the Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (MSA) where the airport was located. If an 
airport was not located in an MSA or if the MSA was not 
identified due to its small size, data were calculated for the 
state in which the airport was located.

12 Because the average duration of flights from the seg-
ment databases includes delay, we have to subtract delay to 
obtain undelayed flight duration. We used our delay func-
tion to estimate the flight delays for each time period at 
each airport. Because delay varies from period to period, 
undelayed flight costs will also vary somewhat from period 
to period.
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where a and rW vary by airport, FC and v vary 
by airport and carrier, and Q and a vary by air-
port, carrier, and time period.

II. Findings

For each airport and time period, we first 
determined the net benefits from current (weight-
based) landing fees by plugging into equation (3)  
the actual Qs and other parameter values as 
derived above. We then determined the number 
of flights by each airline in each time period that 
maximizes net benefits as given in equation (3).13  
The optimal airport tolls are a by-product of 
net-benefit maximization and charge each air-
line only for the marginal delay that it causes 
other airlines.

The difference in net benefits from current 
and optimal pricing for the ten airports with the 
largest net benefits and the ten airports with the 
smallest net benefits is shown in the first column 
of numbers in Table 1. (Results for all the airports 
in our sample are available in a Web Appendix 
at http://www.e-aer.org/data/dec07/20050873_
app.pdf.) The gains from optimal pricing vary 
by airport and depend on total operations, the 
average level of congestion, and the delay costs 
that are not internalized. The largest gains occur 
at the busiest airports, such as Atlanta, Chicago 
O’Hare, and New York JFK.14 Although varia-
tion in the extent of internalization exists, its 

13 Net benefits were maximized numerically using the 
IMSL subroutine DBCPOL.  To obtain current weight-
based landing fees, we used data from aircraft manufac-
turer Web sites and calculated the average aircraft landing 
weight per seat for aircraft with fewer than 100 seats (940 
lbs/seat), 101–199 seats (940 lbs/seat), 200–299 seats (1,240 
lbs/seat), 300–399 seats (1,350 lbs/seat), and greater than 
400 seats (1,580 lbs/seat). To obtain an airport-specific esti-
mate of weight-based landing fees, we multiply these val-
ues by the average number of seats of aircraft used by each 
airline at each airport and by the representative value of 
$2/1,000 pounds of landing weight. Note the representative 
landing fees are used to calculate ait. If we used actual val-
ues that are available only from a vendor, they would have 
little effect on our results because landing fees account for 
a very small fraction of aircraft operating costs and pas-
senger time costs. 

14 The number of aircraft operations at Chicago O’Hare, 
New York JFK and LaGuardia, and Washington Reagan 
National are constrained by slot controls. If the number 
of slots is optimal or more than optimal, our methodol-
ogy overstates the gains from pricing. In all likelihood, 
however, the number of slots—from the perspective of 

weighted average of 33.1 percent indicates that a 
substantial amount of aircraft operations do not 
internalize the delay they cause and that highly 
congested airports would benefit from efficient 
pricing. Overall, efficient pricing of takeoffs 
and landings for commercial air carriers at the 
74 airports would yield annual net benefits of 
$2.7 billion.15

Before Brueckner’s and Mayer and Sinai’s 
analyses, economists recommended atomistic 
tolls that did not distinguish between delays an 
airline caused itself and delays it caused other 
airlines. Because such tolls are not optimal, their 
net benefits cannot be determined by maximiz-
ing the net benefit function given in equation (3). 
Instead, we must find the pattern of flights by 
airlines that would result from an atomistic toll 
regime and then use the net benefit function to 
calculate net benefits for that pattern of flights.

We first set takeoff and landing fees to maxi-
mize net benefits under the (incorrect) assump-
tion that airlines are atomistic competitors, 
charging all airlines during period t Qtv'D/'Qt, 
(where v is the weighted average value of a min-
ute of delay), evaluated at the Qt (5SQit) that 
would maximize net benefits if carriers were 
atomistic. Carriers are therefore overcharged for 
congestion because they are charged for delay 
that they have internalized. The equilibrium 
pattern of flights for all airlines is then deter-
mined by simultaneously solving their demand 
functions given in equation (2) for each time 
period at each airport, accounting for how each 
flight delays other flights through its effect on 
total operations in the delay function. We then 
use equation (3) to calculate the net benefits that 
correspond to the resulting pattern of flights for 
all carriers.

The second column of Table 1 shows the 
change in net benefits of charging atomistic 
tolls, relative to the current practice of weight-
based landing fees, for the ten airports with the 
largest net benefits and the ten airports with 

 efficiently reducing congestion—is less than optimal, in 
which case the direction of the bias is unclear. 

15 The benefits from optimal pricing vary to some extent 
with the (absolute value of) demand elasticity—the more 
elastic demand, the greater the gains from optimal pricing. 
Assuming a demand elasticity of –0.7 yields $1.9 billion of 
benefits, and assuming a demand elasticity of –2.3 yields 
$3.3 billion of benefits.
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the smallest net benefits. (The Web Appendix 
 presents results for all airports.) An airport’s 
benefits from charging atomistic tolls depend 
on the difference between the noninternalized 
delay costs that are priced appropriately and the 
internalized delay costs that are priced inap-
propriately. As noted, the extent of internal-
ized delay is modest at most congested airports; 
hence, atomistic pricing generates sizable gains 
at airports such as Atlanta, Chicago O’Hare, and 
New York JFK. The total annual welfare gain is 
$2.5 billion, which is only $0.2 billion less than 
the gain from optimal pricing.16

16 The benefits from atomistic pricing vary to some 
extent with the (absolute value of) the demand elasticity. 
With an elasticity of –0.7, net benefits would be $1.7 billion 
annually; with an elasticity of –2.3, net benefits would be 
$3.0 billion. We also explored the sensitivity of our find-
ings to the assumption that internalization occurs within 
network carriers and their wholly owned commuter sub-
sidiaries (i.e., American Airlines and American Eagle; and 
Delta Air Lines and Comair). Assuming such internaliza-
tion exists slightly reduces the net benefits from optimal 
tolls to $2.4 billion and the net benefits from atomistic tolls 
to $2.2 billion. 

As noted, the welfare improvement from each 
pricing regime depends critically on the extent 
of internal and external delay, and on the fact 
that tolling external delay increases welfare and 
tolling internal delay reduces welfare. We can 
therefore gain insight into the small difference 
between the welfare gains from the two conges-
tion pricing regimes by quantifying the effects 
that internal and external delays have on the 
change in net benefits from pricing. In contrast 
to optimal tolls, atomistic tolls charge for both 
types of delay; thus, a regression of the change 
in net benefits from atomistic tolls at each of 
our 74 sample airports on the minutes of exter-
nal delay and the minutes of internal delay can 
tell us the extent that mispricing internal delay 
offsets the benefits from pricing external delay. 
Including a constant term, we find that pric-
ing each minute of external delay increases the 
change in net benefits $38.32, and pricing each 
minute of internal delay reduces the change in 
net benefits $10.01.

The findings are illustrated in Figure 1, which 
shows an average variable cost curve of airport 
operations (AVC) and its associated marginal 
cost curve (MC) and two demand curves, each 

Table 1—Effect of Runway Pricing on Net Benefits (relative to current practice) at 
Selected Airports (net benefits in millions of 2005 dollars, other data actual 2005 data)

Airport (Code)

Change in
net benefits

with optimal
pricing

Change in
net benefits

with atomistic
pricing

Commercial
operations

Average
delay

Fraction of
delay

internalized

Atlanta (ATL) 385.4 345.3 976,258 14.1 0.334
Chicago O’Hare (ORD) 407.0 390.4 944,457 15.0 0.215
Dallas2Ft. Worth (DFW) 162.5 139.3 687,788 10.5 0.413
Detroit Wayne (DTW)  91.1  77.4 504,232 11.1 0.433
Gary (GYY)   0.0   0.0     255  1.1 1.000
Islip (ISP)   0.3   0.1  33,885  3.5 0.669
Long Beach (LGB)   0.1   0.1  26,716  2.9 0.657
Los Angeles (LAX) 102.2 101.7 597,835  7.8 0.153
Minneapolis2St. Paul (MSP) 125.4 101.0 484,841 12.6 0.440
New Orleans (MSY)   0.0   0.0  97,110  1.7 0.323
New York (JFK) 268.8 256.8 333,652 16.1 0.212
New York (LGA) 119.5 116.3 402,710 14.1 0.200
Newark (EWR) 184.3 169.3 411,340 18.0 0.309
Oxnard (OXR)   0.0   0.0   5,110  1.4 0.949
Philadelphia (PHL)  94.5  89.1 480,773 13.7 0.333
Rockford (RFD)   0.0   0.0   3,546  2.6 1.000
Stewart (Newburgh, NY) (SWF)   0.0   0.0  13,546  3.0 0.727
Teterboro (TEB)   0.0   0.0     208  0.3 1.000
Tucson (TUS)   0.1   0.0  53,343  2.1 0.442
White Plains (HPN)   0.4   0.2  41,454  6.4 0.660
Total (all 74 airports in sample) 2,715 2,483
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with the same constant elasticity. The upper 
demand curve, di, reflects demand during a 
period in which there is only one carrier operat-
ing and thus all delay is internalized. The carrier 
would operate at a point where its demand curve 
crosses the marginal cost curve, resulting in Q0 
operations. During another period, operations 
are conducted by many carriers whose opera-
tions are atomistic. These carriers would operate 
where the (lower) demand curve, da, intersects 
the average variable cost curve, also resulting in 
Q0 operations. Note, by design, that the single 
internalizing carrier and the atomistic carriers 
operate the same number of operations per time 
period; thus, the amount of external and internal 
delay is equal. The optimal price for the external 
delay is given by ta, which is the external con-
gestion cost at the optimal quantity of operations 
where the atomistic demand curve intersects the 
marginal cost curve at Qa. Charging this toll to 
the atomistic carriers would generate the (large) 
welfare gain, shaded with horizontal lines. If 
this toll 1ti 5 ta 2 were also charged to the carrier 
that internalizes delay, equilibrium would occur 
at Qi and would generate the (small) welfare 
loss, shaded with vertical lines.

We provide additional perspective on our 
findings by calculating for a representative air-
port the approximate ratio of the change in net 
benefits from atomistic pricing to the change in 
net benefits from (optimally) pricing only exter-
nal delay. As noted, in our sample internalized 

delay accounted for 33.1 percent of total delay, 
while a regression told us the effect of pricing 
each minute of internalized delay and the effect 
of pricing each minute of external delay. Let i 
be the amount of internal delay at the airport. 
Given that internal delay is 33.1 percent of total 
delay on average, simple algebra shows that 
external delay equals 2.02i. Thus, the change 
in net benefits from pricing external delay is 
2.02i *38.32, and the change in net benefits from 
pricing both external delay and internal delay is 
2.02i *38.32–10.01*i. The ratio of the change in 
net benefits, 0.87, is quite close to the ratio of 
the change in net benefits from atomistic pricing 
and from optimal pricing that we reported pre-
viously ($2.5 billion/$2.7 billion 5 0.91).

In sum, the small decline in aggregate net 
benefits from charging atomistic tolls instead 
of charging net benefit maximizing tolls occurs 
because, on average, airports experience roughly 
twice as much external delay as internal delay, 
and because the relationship between average 
and marginal costs results in a penalty from 
pricing internal delay that is a small fraction of 
the benefits from pricing external delay.

III. Final Comments

Because we have not accounted for the con-
gestion caused by general aviation, the welfare 
gains from optimal and atomistic pricing are 
even greater than what we have found, while 

Figure 1. Effect of Pricing Internal and External Delay
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the percentage difference between them is 
smaller. Morrison and Winston (1989) modeled 
air carriers as atomistic and estimated that the 
net benefits from adopting optimal congestion 
pricing—for all airline carriers, commuters, and 
general aviation—was $5.7 billion (2005 dol-
lars).17 In comparison, if the pattern of opera-
tions at the 74 sample airports were generated by 
truly atomistic carriers, optimal pricing would 
produce annual benefits of $4.0 billion—leav-
ing a sizable gain from pricing general aviation 
that behaves atomistically.18

As air transportation continues to be liberal-
ized throughout the world, it will be useful for 
future research to explore the extent to which 
our findings apply to airports in countries such 
as Japan, which are generally served by a few 
carriers, and airports in countries such as those 
in Western Europe, which are served by several 
carriers.

17 The GDP implicit price deflator is used to express the 
gain in 2005 dollars.

18 In this simulation, we recalculated the values of ait 

in the demand functions to account for the assumption that 
airlines were atomistic and not internalizing delays. An 
additional issue raised by optimal airport pricing is that it 
would create a revenue shortfall for airports. Because carri-
ers are not charged for the delay they impose on themselves, 
we find that optimal pricing raises $4.5 billion less revenue 
than atomistic pricing raises. In theory, optimal pricing 
could be modified à la Ramsey pricing to raise the revenue 
efficiently, but such a mechanism would create additional 
political opposition because, ceteris paribus, the operators 
with the least elastic demands would pay the highest tolls.
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